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Parameters and generator matrices are given for the codes obtained by applying Goppa’s 
algebraic-geometric construction method to some maximal curves over [F, where q =pzs for some 
SE iN. Some results on automorphisms of these codes are given. 
1. Introduction 
We apply Goppa’s algebraic-geometric construction method to some maximal 
curves over F, where q =ph, p being a prime number, s E N. 
More precisely letting r=ps we consider the following curves E? defined over F, 
given by the homogeneous equation 
After giving basic facts about these curves, and their points we give the para- 
meters and generator matrices for the associated codes. 
Then we give some indications about some automorphisms of these codes, and 
some results on self-duality along the lines of Tiersma’s work on codes from hermi- 
tian curves, the similarity being explained as long as both curves are isomorphic, 
which we will establish. 
We note that we can adapt Tiersma’s work to the case of the characteristic dif- 
ferent from two and we will point out the differences whenever occuring. 
As it was noticed in [6] for the Hermitian codes these codes appear, in practice, 
as better than the Reed-Solomon codes. 
2. The Goppa construction 
Let H be a divisor of the curve %. Denote by L(H) and Q(H) the following vector 
spaces over F,: 
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L(H) = {YE IFJ%‘) 1 div(f)z -H}, 
SZ(H) = {~ESZJK?)) div(o)rH}. 
Let D be the divisor D=Pr + ... + P,, where P,, . . . , P, belong to B(1F,) the set of 
rational points of the curve over IF, and G a positive and globally rational divisor 
such that 2g - 2 I deg GI II + 2g - 2 (g the genus of the curve K?). Moreover, we re- 
quire the divisors D and G to have disjoint supports. 
The geometric Coppa codes are linear codes over F4 defined as follows: 
C,,. = {(J-U’,), . ..>fV’n)) )fWG)), 
Co, o = ((Res,, (a), . . . , ResPn(a)) 1 o E Q(G -D>}. 
The code C,,o is a code with length n, dimension krdeg G - gt 1, and dis- 
tance d L n -deg G. The code Q,,G is a code with length n, dimension 
k’zn-deg G- 1 +g and distance d’rdeg G-2g+2. 
Let fr, . . . . fk be a basis of L(D - G). By definition (fj(Pj)) (1~ i I k, 1 ~jl n) is 
a generator matrix of the code C,,o. 
3. Basic results about the curves and their points 
Firstly we note that since F;( = Xr, Fi = Zr, Fi = Y’ there is no multiple point E? 
and the genus of $9 is g=r(r- 1)/2. Let a be a primitive root of unity in Fq. 
In order to describe the different points of 8 we set A =(O,O, l), Q= (0, l,O), 
pi=(O,o;,l) and ~j,,i,j=(aj(r-‘)+J~,a’(r-‘)+‘~,l). 
Lemma 3.1. The number of rational points of the curve E? over iF, is maximal ac- 
cording to the Hasse-Weil bound and is equal to 
q+1+2g1/-=r’+l. 
Proof. For each x the equation y’+y =xrf ’ has r distinct roots and: 
- If Z = 0 then the curve has only one point, namely Q = (0, 1,O). 
- Assume Z= 1 and X=0. If Y=O then we find only the point A = (O,O, 1) on the 
curve. 
- If Y#O and X= 0 the points of g(E,) are of the form Pi = (0, ai, l), i is such that 
aiCr-‘)= 1. If p=2 we have i=k(r+ 1) with k=O,...,r-2, and if pf2 we have 
i=(2k+ l)(r+ 1)/2 with k=O,...,r-2. 
In the case X#O the points of the curve S(EJ are of the form PjO,j,j= (aj(r-‘)+jo, 
a’(‘-‘)+‘O, 1) with j,=O ,..., r-2, j=O ,..., r; and j, uniquely determined by the 
equation a(r+ l)j, = ark-(r- I);+ ai~+(r~ l)i 
In conclusion the number of points of E? over [F, is equal to 1 + 1 + (r- 1) + 
r(r2- 1)=r3+ 1, as was to be proved. 0 
In what follows we put x=X/Z, y = Y/Z. 
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Lemma 3.2. For each rational point of Q a corresponding uniformizing parameter 
t is: 
(1) t=x for A and Pi, where i=k(r+l) and k=O,...,r-2 if p=2, and 
i=(2k+ l)(r+ 1)/2 if pf2. 
(2) t=px-yforP,o,,j(i,=l,..., r-2, i=O ,..., r,j=O ,..., r), where/I&uniquely 
determined by the equation 
(*) p = &- l)+j)+(i0-&) 
(3) t =x/y for Q. 
Proof. (1) The equation of the tangent at Q is Z = 0, at A is Y= 0, at Pi is 
y+cr”z-(l+a’)=O. 
(2) The equation of the tangent at the points Pi,,,, is 
,rj,-(r-l)jX+ y+&-G-l)iz=o. 
The line p(x__ ,j(r- l)+&) _ (y_ & IV+& ) - - 0 passes through the point Pi,, i,j and 
for fi chosen as in (*) this line is not the tangent. q 
Since %F is nonsingular we known [2] that for each point P of the curve Q the local 
ring ~J?~(E?) at this point is a discrete valuation ring, and for such a ring an order 
function Ord: from F,(‘??) to Z U {a} can be defined by OrdE(f) = r whenever 
f = utr, u a unit. 
Lemma 3.3. For the order function we have at Q: 
(1) OrdE(Y) = 0, 
(2) Ordi(X) = 1, 
(3) Ord,“(Z)=r+ 1, 
(4) Ordz(X+Z)= 1. 
Proof. (1) As Y# 0 at the point Q we have Ordg (Y) = 0. 
(2) Since X= 0 is not a tangent line at Q we have Ordz(X) = 1. 
(3) Since X’+ ’ = YZ(Y’-‘+.Z’-‘) we have 
Ordz(X”‘) = Ord;(Y) + Ordz(Z) + Ordz(Y’-’ + Z’- ‘). 
Hence OrdE(Z) = r + 1. 
(4) Since Ord$(X+ Z) = Inf(Ordz(X), Ord$Z)) we get Ordz(X+ Z) = 1. 0 
Lemma 3.4. The following rational functions are linearly independent in L(mQ) 
with m>2g-2: 
xiyj/zi+j Ol(i+j)(r+ 1)-ilm, Olilr, jr0. 
Proof. We have OrdE(X’Yj/Z’+j) = i - (i+ j)(r + 1) and the relation (i,j) #(i’, j’) 
implies i- (i+ j)(r+ 1) #i’- (i’+ j’)(r+ 1) for i, j in the given ranges. 
Also OrdF(X’Yj/Z’+j)rO for P# Q, PE 8 (since Z= 1). 0 
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Lemma 3.5. The m -g + 1 rational functions of Lemma 
L(mQ) for m>2g-2. 
3.4 make up a basis of 
Proof. Since, by the Riemann-Roth theorem, we have dim(L(mQ)) = m -g + 1 
for m>2g-2 it suffices to check that N(m) = m-g+ 1 with N(m) = 
l{<i,j) (OI(i+j)(r+l)-iIm, OIilr,O1j}l; in fact 
! 
+a(a+l)+a-b+l if a<r, bla, 
N(m) = +a(a + 1) if act-, b>a, 
(r+ l)a-+r(r+ l)+r-b+ 1 if azr, 
with m=a(r+l)-b and Olblr. 
Case 1. a< r and bla. If i+ j<a there are +a(a+ 1) distinct couples (i, j) and if 
i+ j = a there are (a - b + 1) distinct couples (i, j). 
Case 2. a< r and b > a. We have just the couples (i, j) such that i + j< a. 
Case 3. a 1 r. If i + j = a then iz b and there are (r - b + 1) distinct values of i and 
ifi+j<atherearea(r+l)distinctcouples(i,j)suchthati=O,...,randj=O,...,a-l. 
The condition i+ j< a removes +r(r+ 1) values, hence the result. 0 
Since g = +r(r - 1) we check in all cases the validity of the formula. 
We now construct a differential w on the curve 67 which has a nice property with 
regard to the residues at all points different from Q, namely Resp(w) = - 1 for all 
points P distinct from the point Q. 
We will treat separately the cases p = 2 and p # 2. 
Lemma 3.6. In any characteristic, let w be the differential 
yrp2(_~)r*-r+l(~r+l_ yrz) 
CO= 
X(X’*-1 - Y”-‘)(z+x)’ 
(dx+ dy); 
ifP#Q=(O,l,O) then Res,(o)=-1. (PEE.) 
Proof. If A = (0, 0,l) we note t =X/Z=x; then 
and 
dx+ dy = (X$rz)rdt, yrp2(Xr+l _ y’z) = yrp2. YZ’ = y’-‘Z’ 
_yrpl. (_Z)“-’ dt 
CU = (X6-l_yrpl) 7’ 
We have Xr2-1_ y+l =(Xr+l)rpl _ y+l and 
[yrz+ yzrlr-l_ yr*-1 = yr-l[zr-l(yr-1 +zr-l)r-I_ yrzprj. 
Hence we get 
_(-Z)“_’ dt 
C0= - 
zr-l(yr-1 +Zr-l)r-l_ yr2-r t ’ 
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So ResA(~)=-(-l)r2--r=-1 as r*-r is even. 
At the points e = (0, (T’, 1) we note t =X/Z =x; then 
dx+dy = (‘;,)‘dt 
and 
yr-*(_Z)rz-r+r(X’+r _ Y’Z)(Zt_X) 
CO= 
x(xr2-1 - yr2-‘)(z+x)‘z’ 
dt. 
In any case we have Z’=(-Z)‘(-l), so 
Yr-2(_Z)‘2-2r(Xr+i _ Y’Z) dt 
W= 
X61_ y&l f 
and ResC(w) = -y’-2(-1)“~2’(y), i.e. Res8(o) =yrP 1 = -1 (-y’=y). 
At the points e,j = (a;, oj, 1) where “j #O we note t =/3x- y; then 
(Z+X)’ 
dx+dy = pzr_xr dl 
and 
yr-*(-Z)r2-r+l(Xr+l - Y’Z)(Z+X)’ 
CiJ= 
X(Xr2-’ - Y”-‘)(z+x>‘(/3z’-x’) 
dt. 
We have 
Yr-2(-Z)‘2Pr(-Z)(X’+1- YrZ)(px-y) dt 
cc)= 




X+r(p+l -(y/x)+‘)(PZ’-X’) 7 
since jI’*- ’ = 1. 
On the other way 
Brz-l_ f rZp1 
0 
_pr*-I_ r r2-1 
0 X 
= (p-y/X) p+*+pY+ L . ..+ Y 
i--2 
X 0 I X 
SO 




= -p-2 = -$ 
because there are (r2 - 1) terms equal to przm2; finally 
Resp,,(u) = 
yr-2(_l)r2-r+ly _y’pl r 
(p_x’)(_p-l) = -1 +x’+l,y = -5 = -1. 0 
Remark. Using the same kind of calculation we can obtain other differentials with 
the same properties, but only valid for the characteristic p = 2. More precisely, the 
differential 
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1 +Xr~-l+Xr*-ly’-l 
CO= 
(1 +(xy)+‘)x(l +x’) 
(dx + dy) 
is such that Resp(o) = 1 if Pf (0, l,O). The verifications being particularly easy for 
such an expression. 
Corollary 3.1. The canonical divisor div(o) associated with theprecedent CJJ writes: 
div(a) = (r3+r2-r-2)Q- c P. 
PEB 
P+Q 
Proof. In view of Res,(w) = -1 if P# Q, the only thing remaining to be proved is 
Ordz(o) = r3 + r2 - r - 2. 
In order to calculate Ordg(dx+ dy) we choose the new coordinates z1 =X/Y= 
x/y, z2 = Z/Y = 1 /y, taking t = z1 =x/y as local parameter at Q. Then 
dx = d(z,/z2) = 
z2dzr - zldzz 
2 . 
z2 
As z;+’ = zi + z2 we have 
and 
r+l 
dx+dy= dz, ‘-7-7 zT 21 




Therefore OrdE(dx+ dy) = r - 2(r+ 1) = -r - 2 and from Lemma 3.3 which gives 
the orders of X, Y, Z, X-t Z at Q we can draw the right expression for OrdE(w). 0 
Remark. We verify here the well-known property for canonical divisors, namely 
deg(div(cu)) = 2g - 2. 
Corollary 3.8. For the points Ri of g other than Q, i=l, . . ..r3. we have 
and 
(R=,,(o), . . . , Res,+(o)) = (-1, . . . . -1) 
L((r3+r2-r-2-m)Q) = l2(mQ- c R;). 
Proof. Actually we know that if W is a canonical divisor then l2(mQ- C Ri) and 
L(W+ 1 Ri - mQ) are isomorphic, the isomorphism being given by f- fo for 
every fEL((r3+r2-r-2-m)Q). q 
4. Goppa’s codes from the curve Xr+’ = Y’Z+ YZ’ 
We now construct the following codes: 
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CL,,, = i(f(W, ..-,fuQ)) ( fEm@)}, 
%,mQ = {UW,W), . . . . Res&d I w’~QtmQ- C Ri>}, 
where r2-r-22<m<r3. 
Theorem 4.1 (Tiersma [6]). The codes CL,me and CL,sQ are dual to each other 
where s=r3+r2-r-2-m. 0 
Corollary 4.2. If q is even and if m = r3/2 + r2/2 - r/2 - 1, the code C,,,, is self 
dual. q 
For the sake of completeness we recall that C,,,, has length r3, dimension 
m -g+ 1 and distance dzr3 -m. The explicit construction of a basis for L(mQ) 
and the classification of the points of this curve allow us as in [6] to write down a 
generator matrix for these codes in specific cases. 
4.1. A subgroup of the automorphism group of C,,,, 
Let o be an element of PGL(3,q). Then o acts on the points of the projective 
plane of order q: a(X, Y, 2) = (X’, Y’, Z’) where X’, Y’, Z’ are homogeneous linear 
forms in X, Y Z. 
Hence the natural action of cr on the homogeneous polynomials and on the ra- 
tional functions writes: (ff . f) (X, K Z) = f (X’, Y’, Z’). 
For the rational functions of the curve X”+’ = Y’Z+ YZ’ it means that any 0 of 
the automorphism group of C,,, leaves this equation invariant. 
Moreover if o stabilizes Q, then o belongs to the automosphism group of the code 
c L,,,Q: indeed if a(Q) = Q whenever f E L(mQ), of e L(mQ) as well. 
Now we come to the description of this stabilizer. 
Theorem 4.3. The stabilizer of Q in the automorphism group of the curve 8 is a 
subgroup of the automorphism group of the code CL,,, of order (r2 - l)r3. 
Proof. First of all, the condition a(Q) = Q imposes on o the following form 
with all coefficients in Fq and h#O. 
Applying cr to the point A =(O,O, 1) we get b’+’ = id(i’-’ +d’-‘) and to the 
points fi we obtain hi(h’-’ -i’-‘) = 0. 
Now if i = 0 the last relation gives b = 0 and then cr cannot be an automorphism 
(det a+O); therefore i’-‘=h’-‘. 
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For the remaining points 9,i,j we obtain the equation 
(-ih’+a’f’ -g’c- gc’)x’+ (-ic’+ ba’-g’d)x’-r 
- gh’y’- g’hx’-‘y + (ab’- i’c - gd’) = 0 
or o(x)-y(gh’+g’hx’~‘)=O since x’+‘=y’+y. 
But gh’+ g’hx’- ’ = 0 because for each fixed x there exists more than one value 
for y satisfying this equation. 
Now the relation h’-’ + gr-lx’-’ = 0 cannot occur for all the x’s involved in the 
F&j, which yields g = 0 and we draw the new equation 
(**) (--ih’+a’+l)x’+(-ic’+ba’)x’-l +ab’-i’c = 0. 
Again this equation is fulfilled for at least (r+ 1) distinct values of x, and then 
the polynomial is identically zero, so: 
-i/r’+ a’+’ = 0, -ic’+ ba’ = 0. 
Putting everything together, we have obtained: 
b r+I = id(i’-‘+d’-‘), I’ll = hr-1, 
-iA’+ a’+’ = 0, -ci’+ ab’ = 0, h#O. 
First we note that c is uniquely determined from a, 6, i. 
The number of 5-tuples (h, i, a, b, d) involved in these relations is 
(r2-l)(r-l)(r+1)r2.r=(r2-1)2r3 
bearing in mind that for any b E Fq the equation b” ’ = id’+ i’d has r roots in Fq4’ 
d standing for the variable. 
As we work in PGL(3, q) we have to identify two matrices o, o’ such that a = Aa’ 
with A E F: and we are done. 0 
We are now ready to investigate the structure of this group stabilizer of Q, noted 





6” 1 d b,dE IF,, bril =d’+d 
0 0 1 i 
and 
where a is a (r2 - 1) primitive root of unity. The group K is isomorphic to Fi, and 
the elements of K normalize H. Hence we get a map @ : F: + AUT(H) where Q(x) 
is the inner automorphism induced by x. 
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Theorem 4.4. We have G = H x 0 FT and cardinal of G is equal to r3(q - 1). q 
Example. In the case p = 2 = r, our curve is nothing but an elliptic curve (g = 1) and 
it is a well-known fact about the automorphism group of the curve letting Q in- 
variant (Q serving as zero element for the group structure on ‘67) that we have 
G = Qs x Z3 with the same action of 72, on the quaternion group of order eight. 
For instance for IF4 = (0, 1, o, o2 ( o2 + w + I= 0) and setting 
A=[{ % :] and B=[i % i] 
we find that the group H mentioned above can be defined as 
H=(A,BjA4=1,B2=A2,BAB-‘=A-‘) 
which is exactly the quaternion group Qs. 
Now for a more detailed study of H we have to treat the cases p=2 and pf2 
separately since the elements have different orders according to the case. 
Proposition 4.5. (1) If p = 2, the elements 
of H with b f0 have order 2p =4, those with b = 0 have order p. 
(2) If p f 2 all the elements different from 0 have order p and in both cases the 
center is: 
Proof. Check by inspection on the third column. 0 
This leads naturally to the description of H. 
Theorem 4.6. H is a (nonsplit) extension of the center by the abelian group 
(1) z,x ... x Z, (2s copies) if p f 2, 
(2) Z4 x ... x Z, (s copies) ifp = 2, 
and in all cases Z(H) = Z, x *a. x Z, (s copies). 
Proof. Each commutator writes 
ABK’B-’ = [; ; bb”; b’bj , b, b’E IF,, 
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hence the commutator subgroup H’ of His contained in Z(H). The other inclusion 
is obtained in view of the equation X’-X=d which has r distinct solutions in Eq 
with d’+ d = 0, as every element of [F; writes (Y’, 0 I cc r2 - 2 or oar’ b, 0 I b < r, we 
get b = aa and b’= ab, so H/Z(H) is an abelian group of order p2’. 
Then Proposition 4.5 leads to the conclusion. 0 
4.2. The full automorphism group of the curve 
Theorem 4.1. The group Aut(6’) is transitive and of order 
IAut(@?)I = (p3”+1)/G(Q)1 = (p3”+1)r3(r2-1). 
Proof. Any matrix of the form 
1 Oa 
G,~ = ar 1 p I I 0 0 1 
carries (O,O, 1) over to (a,/?, 1) with the condition a” ’ =/3’+ /I: it means that the 
matrix is a suitable element of PGL(3, q) which carries a point of Q over to another 
point of g, as it is easily checked and ~,~~Aut(g). q 
Remarks. (1) As there is only one orbit, all the stabilizers are conjugate, which 
could have been easily checked for the point (O,O, 1) taken in place of Q. 
(2) We know that an automorphism of a curve permutes the Weierstrass points 
of the curve, this fact being used sometimes to describe the whole group of automor- 
phisms. But here the (r3 + 1) rational points over [F, are precisely the Weierstrass 
points [5]. This gives nothing new as an automorphism of the curve permutes these 
rational points over [F,. 
(3) If 0 E Am(g) and e(Q) = P, Pf Q then making use of the matrix (T such that 
o(P) =A already considered, and the permutation matrix u0 such that se(A) = Q, 
we have aoof9(Q) = Q hence o,af9 E G(Q) with ooo clearly determined from P. 
4.3. Relationship between Hermitian codes and these codes 
It is not so surprising that the results obtained by Tiersma from the hermitian 
(Fermat) curves and ours are similar. In fact we have the following: 
Proposition 4.8. The curves (E?): X”+’ + Yr+’ = Zr” and (59’): X”’ = Y’Z+ YZr 
are isomorphic. 
Proof. It amounts to find out a projective collineation which carries (E?) onto (%‘) 
as we know that two nonsingular plane curves of the same degree are isomorphic 
if and only if the isomorphism is induced by a projective transformation of Ip2. 
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Let /? an element whose absolute trace is equal to 1. We can check that the linear 
transformation 
X’=X, Y’ = +r+ pz, Z’= Y+Z, 
is a suitable isomorphism. 0 
Remark. If we take the hermitian form Xrtl + Y’+l +Zr+r =0 for the Fermat 




with a’+’ = b’+b= -1 
(such a, b exist in FJ which carries the affine curve u’+r + v’+l + 1 = 0 onto the af- 
fine curve y’+y=x’+r. 
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